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Abstract. The exponential growth of digital data in contemporary computer networks induces a lot of scalability, resilience, and survivability
issues. At the same time, the increasing complexity of digital data makes
the task of similarity searching that is inherently diﬃcult, more and
more important. In this paper, we report on the Multi Feature Indexing
Network, MUFIN, which is an extensible, scalable, and infrastructure
independent similarity search engine. It is able to achieve high performance and guarantee quality of service by applying structured Peerto-Peer networks. On the other hand, its unstructured version based
on self-organizing principles is extremely robust and able to operate in
very volatile environments. To exemplify MUFIN’s properties, an on-line
demo is available for public use.
Keywords: similarity searching, structured peer-to-peer network, unstructured peer-to-peer network, self-organizing system, metric space,
scalability, resilience to failures, performance evaluation.

1

Introduction

Similarity is a central notion throughout human lives. In perception, the similarity between sets of visual or auditory stimuli inﬂuences the way in which they
are grouped. In speech recognition, the similarity between diﬀerent phonemes
determines how confusable they are. In classiﬁcation, the category of a new instance may be inﬂuenced by the similarity of the new instance to past instances
or to a stored prototype. In memory, it has been suggested that retrieval of a cue
depends on similarity of past memory traces to the representation of the cue.
Since almost everything that we see, hear, read, write and measure is, or very
soon will be, available in a digital form, computer systems must support similarity. But the growth of the amount of digital material distributed in large-scale
wired and wireless networks is posing another big challenge. The exponential
increase of data volume makes the performance, conﬁguration, cross-layer approaches, scalability, resilience and survivability an important matter of concern.
However, the core ability of future data processing systems should be developed
around eﬀective and eﬃcient similarity management of very large and growing
collections of data.
N. Bartolini et al. (Eds.): QShine/AAA-IDEA 2009, LNICST 22, pp. 400–416, 2009.
c Institute for Computer Science, Social-Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2009
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Fig. 1. Trade-oﬀ between scalability and determinism in system control

As Figure 1 outlines, we believe that a future search system will be created
upon the divergence of scale and determinism. The scalability will be more and
more important with respect to the data volume, number of users, query execution response time, number of diﬀerent query types produced by digitization and
content enrichment techniques, as well as the multi-modal approach to querying. On the other hand, the determinism in answering queries, i.e. providing
always the same answers to the same queries, will be substituted by satisfactory
results or even recommendations. Queries will also be much more personalized
and inﬂuenced by context and executed on hardware most suited to the given
workload. In any case, the exact match will be more and more often accompanied
by extensive use of similarity searching.
In this paper, we present our Multi-Feature Indexing Network initiative and
explain how our approach can contribute to the quality of service and robustness objectives of future similarity search systems. In particular, we give an architectural view of Multi-Feature Indexing Network in Section 2. Two instances
of MUFIN deﬁned as structured Peer-to-Peer networks are summarized in
Section 3. Whereas, a system operating as an unstructured Peer-to-Peer system with self-organizing abilities is described in Section 4. Both these sections
are accompanied with a sketch of experimental trials showing their properties. In
Section 5, a demonstration application for image content-based retrieval is given.
As for future applications, there are two examples of searching by biometric
characteristics. The paper concludes in Section 6.

2

Multi-Feature Indexing Network

In this section, we present and demonstrate capabilities of the Multi-Feature
Indexing Network, so-called MUFIN [1]. From a general point of view as shown
in Figure 2, the search problem has three dimensions: (i) data and query types,
(ii) index structures and search algorithms, and (iii) infrastructure to run a
system on. MUFIN adopts the metric space model of similarity. Its indexing and
searching mechanisms are based on the concept of structured and unstructured
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, which makes the approach highly scalable and
independent of the speciﬁc hardware infrastructure.
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Fig. 2. Basic concept of MUFIN [2]

2.1

Modeling Similarity

The metric space model of similarity has already proved to be a very powerful
concept for expressing many diﬀerent forms of similarity of vectors, strings, sets
and other data types. Most of the available technologies for processing metric
data have been summarized in a recent book [3].
A metric space M = (D, d) is deﬁned for a domain of objects (or extracted
features) D and a total function d that evaluates distance between a pair of objects. The properties of this function are: non-negativity, symmetry and triangle
inequality. The distance expresses dissimilarity between two objects. Examples
of distance functions are Lp metrics (City-block (L1 ) or Euclidean (L2 ) distance),
the edit distance, or the quadratic-form distance. Whereas examples of objects
are a color histogram extracted from an image and stored as a vector, or a shape
of hand expressed as a polygon.
There are two basic types of similarity queries: range query and k-nearest
neighbors query. The range query R(q, r) is speciﬁed by a query object q ∈ D
and a query radius r. From a database X ⊂ D, the query retrieves all objects
found within the distance r from q. The deﬁnition is as follows:
R(q, r) = {o ∈ X, d(o, q) ≤ r}.
Whenever we want to search for similar objects using a range search, we must
specify the maximum distance for objects to qualify. But it can be diﬃcult to
specify it without some knowledge of the data and the distance function. An
alternative way to search for similar objects is to use the k-nearest neighbor
query kN N (q). It retrieves the k nearest neighbors of the object q. Formally,
the response set can be deﬁned as follows:
kN N (q) = {R ⊆ X, |R| = k ∧ ∀x ∈ R, y ∈ X − R : d(q, x) ≤ d(q, y)}.
2.2

Architecture

MUFIN, schematically depicted in Figure 3, has a four-tier architecture. The
lowest tier is represented by a computer network and its hardware infrastructure
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Fig. 3. Overview of MUFIN [2]

the system is running on. The executive core of MUFIN in the second tier is
formed by several distributed indexing structures (overlays) that exploit the
paradigm of P2P networks both in their structured and unstructured variants.
Each of these overlays maintains data speciﬁc to it and distributes them among
its (logical) peers. For example, an overlay can be deﬁned for shape descriptors or
color histograms in case of images, or protein spectra vectors in case of biological
data. The number of logical peers in respective overlays and their mapping to
physical computers are the main parameters that aﬀect the system’s searching
performance.
From the third tier point of view, the logical peers of all overlays form a single
virtual overlay with a uniform access to individual members. More precisely, the
logical peers of diﬀerent overlays mapped to the same physical host constitute
a peer of this virtual overlay. The third tier provides interfaces for data maintenance (inserting and deleting data) and query speciﬁcation, considering both the
query form (range, nearest-neighbors or complex queries) as well as the strategy for query execution. Possible strategies are precise and approximate query
evaluation. From the system point of view, these interfaces come in the form
of a native API, a web service interface, or a plug-in interface for linking with
external services.
Finally, the top-level tier represents interfaces allowing regular users to interact with the system. We have deﬁned several general-purpose interfaces suitable
for any application domain. However, they lack the comfort of a specialized interface. In Section 5.1, we present an example of an interface speciﬁc for image
retrieval.
2.3

Properties

MUFIN is built by means of the Metric Similarity Search Implementation Framework (MESSIF) [4] – a large and extending Java library of metric searching
implementation tools. It gives MUFIN ﬂexibility in applying suitable implementation strategies for speciﬁc purposes and fast adoption of new progressive
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solutions as they come from research. The properties of MUFIN can be summarized by the following attributes:
Extensibility: Diﬀerent similarity search indexes for speciﬁc applications can
be built with a single tool;
Scalability: Due to the underlying P2P technology, extremely large datasets
can be processed;
Adaptability: In highly-volatile or unreliable environments, self-organizing
principles can be implemented and the system can operate in unstructured
P2P networks;
Multi-modal Queries: In order to adjust eﬀectiveness of search according to
needs of individual users, several overlays can be combined together using a
monotonic aggregation function [5];
Approximation: To further improve performance, approximation techniques
can be applied to query evaluation [6,7];
Infrastructure Independence: The networking module uses standard IP protocols. Each peer is identiﬁed only by its IP address and port number, so the
mapping of the system to a hardware infrastructure is extremely ﬂexible. For
example, an instance of MUFIN can operate on a local network of common
workstations, on a single multiprocessor machine, on a world-wide network,
or even on a GRID system.

3

Structured Networks

In this section, we focus on indexing mechanisms of MUFIN that create purelydecentralized and structured P2P networks. In general, each peer of such a system consists of the following components and expects them from the other peers:
(i) resources – storage and computational power, (ii) communication – a peer
can contact any other peer directly if it knows its network identiﬁcation, and (iii)
navigation – internal structure that ensures correct routing among the peers. To
ensure maximum scalability, the system also adopts requirements of the Scalable
and Distributed Data Structures [8]: (i) data expands to new peers gracefully if
and only if the peers already used are eﬃciently loaded, (ii) there is no master
site to be accessed when searching for objects, e.g., there is no centralized directory, and (iii) the data access and maintenance primitives (search, insert, split,
etc.) never require atomic updates to multiple peers.
In the following, we describe a space-partitioning technique called Generalized Hyperplane Tree Star and a space-transformation technique named Metric
Chord.
3.1

GHT∗

The Generalized Hyperplane Tree Star (GHT∗ ) [9] is a decentralized structured
P2P network that distributes data to peers based on the generalized hyperplane
partitioning principle. Each peer maintains a tree structure called Address Search
Tree (AST). An example of AST with the corresponding space partitioning is
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Fig. 4. Address Search Tree with the generalized hyperplane partitioning [9]

depicted in Figure 4. Internal nodes of AST store routing information – the
deﬁnition of hyperplane. In metric spaces, the generalized hyperplane is deﬁned
using two objects p1 , p2 , so-called pivots. The data objects o ∈ M such that
d(o, p1 ) ≤ d(o, p2 ) form the left partition whereas the other objects form the
right partition. Leaf nodes of AST store pointers to local buckets (denoted as
BID) or to other peers (denoted as NNID). A bucket is a limited storage space
dedicated for data objects, e.g., a memory segment or a disk block. The number
of buckets managed by a peer depends on its own potential and capacity. Since
the structure is dynamic and new objects can be inserted at any time, a bucket
on a peer may reach its capacity limit. In this situation, a new bucket is created
and objects are redistributed between these two buckets following the hyperplane
newly deﬁned. The new bucket may also be allocated on a diﬀerent peer. Thus,
the structure grows as new data come in.
The core of the algorithm lays down a mechanism for locating the respective
peers that hold requested objects. Whenever a peer wants to query or modify
the data, it must ﬁrst consult its own AST to get locations, i.e. peers, where the
data resides. Then, it contacts the peers via network communication to actually
process the operation. Since we are in a distributed environment, it is practically
impossible to maintain a precise address for every object in every peer. Thus,
the ASTs at the peers contain only limited navigation information which may be
imprecise. The locating step is repeated on the contacted peers whenever AST is
imprecise until the desired peers are reached. The algorithm guarantees that the
destination peers are always found. The structure provides a mechanism called
image adjustment for updating imprecise parts of AST automatically.
3.2

M-Chord

The Metric Chord (M-Chord) [10] is a decentralized structured P2P network as
well but it applies a space transformation rather than a space partitioning. The
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Fig. 5. The mapping principle of M-Chord [10]

transformation maps original objects to numeric identiﬁcations that are consequently organized in B+ -tree. In particular, a set of objects p0 , . . . , pn−1 (pivots)
are selected and the following transformation based on distances is deﬁned:
idistance(o) = d(o, pi ) + i · c.
The distance of object o to the closest pivot pi is determined and along with the
separation constant c the numeric address is obtained. Figure 5 visualizes this
mapping.
Having the data space mapped into the one-dimensional domain, each peer
of the system takes over responsibility for an interval of keys. The structure of
the system is formed by the Chord circle [11]. This P2P protocol provides an
eﬃcient localization of the peer responsible for a given key. When inserting a
new object into the structure, the initiating peer computes the idistance value
and employs Chord to forward a store request to the peer responsible for the
corresponding interval. The peers store data in B+ -tree. When a peer reaches
its storage capacity limit, it requests a split. A new peer is placed on the Chord
circle, so that the requester’s storage is split evenly.
3.3

Scalability Evaluation

In this section, we summarize experience with the approaches described above.
We focus mainly on the scalability issue and concurrent query processing. A complete comparison made from other perspectives is available in [9].
Both the structures were implemented as overlays in MUFIN, which allows us
to compare them objectively. We used a real-life dataset consisting of 1 million
images taken from the CoPhIR dataset [12], for details please refer to Section 5.1.
In M-Chord, the transformation using 40 pivots was deﬁned and the capacity
of peers’ storage was ﬁxed to 5,000 objects. In case of GHT∗ , the peers could
maintain up to ﬁve buckets each of capacity of 1,000 objects. All presented
performance characteristics of query processing have been obtained as an average
over 100 queries with randomly chosen query objects and the radii of 0.8 (about
100 objects returned).
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Fig. 6. Increasing data volume: (left) costs in parallel distance computation costs, and
(right) query-throughput improvement ratio

Figure 6(left) presents the computational costs in terms of the number of
parallel distance computations, i.e. it corresponds to the query response time.
The costs grow very slowly. This is caused by the following facts: the peers
involved in searching contain more data; and the data space got denser when
the volume of data was increased. The noticeable graph ﬂuctuations are caused
by quite regular splits of overloaded peers. Figure 6(right) depicts the querythroughput improvement ratio that measures how many queries can be evaluated concurrently without degradation of response time. The diﬀerences in
the respective improvement ratios are introduced mainly by diﬀerences between
single-query parallel costs of individual structures. M-Chord handles simultaneous queries noticeably better than GHT∗ . GHT∗ employs quite a high number of
peers during the query processing, so parallel distance computations are low (see
Figure 6(left)). Therefore, simultaneous queries hit the same peers very likely,
which increases the overall response time. Furthermore, there is a higher probability in M-Chord that diﬀerent queries incur load at diﬀerent peers and, thus,
the parallel costs are only marginally increased.
MUFIN inherently supports also centralized index structures. So, the performance of distributed structures can be further improved by organizing peers’
local data in a centralized index structure. For example, a very popular solution
is to apply M-tree [13] or D-index [14].

4

Unstructured Networks

A technology based on Semantic Overlay Networks (SONs) [15,16,17], which
creates a semantic overlay upon an existing unstructured network (e.g. Gnutella),
has proven to be useful. The peers sharing similar interests are grouped into
semantically similar clusters to improve query performance, while keeping a high
degree of peer autonomy. An emerging research direction is to apply principles
of self-organizing systems originating from diﬀerent disciplines such as biology
or social sciences. In general, self-organizing systems are characterized by a high
degree of scalability, adaptability to changing environment, and robustness to
sudden errors. Existing approaches [18,19] applied to search in unstructured
networks usually adopt a self-organizing theory of biological systems – the antcolony system or the social-network theory.
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Fig. 7. MSN peer’s schema

In this section, we outline a search system called Metric Social Network
(MSN) [19]. In particular, MSN can be observed as an overlay implemented as a
MUFIN’s overlay that operates as an unstructured P2P network. MSN exploits
the social-network paradigm [20,21] to lay basics for self-organizing principles –
the relationships among peers are established according to analyses of answers
of processed queries. An adaptive routing algorithm exploits these relationships
for eﬃcient query forwarding. The major diﬀerence from the structured-network
approaches is that no data distribution principle is imposed, so data need not
be transferred to another peer for storage.
Firstly, we summarize the MSN’s architecture. Next, we describe its routing
algorithm. Finally, we present a sketch of performance evaluation.
4.1

Architecture

Each peer of MSN can organize its own data, can pose similarity queries and
must return answers to the queries. Interconnection between peers is based on
the query-answer paradigm, i.e., new relationships among peers are established
according to answers returned to a processed query. Thus, each peer maintains
metadata about queries it has asked or answered, called a query history. This
represents peer’s local knowledge about the network and is exploited by a queryrouting algorithm.
A peer P is a tuple (X, H, M ), where X identiﬁes the peer’s local database, and
H = {E1 , . . . , En } represents the query history. Individual entries Ei identify
peers that participated in answering a query Q and form query-speciﬁc relationships. In addition, each peer maintains a list of peers M that are employed to
explore new and previously unvisited parts of the network. The schema of a peer
is depicted in Figure 7.
When a query Q is issued at a peer Pstart , the routing algorithm tries to
locate the most promising peers P1 , . . . , Pn in the network. These peers process
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the query on their local data and return their answers (partial answers) APi (Q)
to the peer Pstart . This peer merges the 
partial answers and returns the combined
n
answer to the user, denoted as A(Q) = i=1 APi (Q). Remark that the combined
answer is approximate. To determine which peer answered better, the quality
of the partial answers has to be measured. Even though sophisticated quality
measures can be deﬁned, MSN uses the quality of peer’s answer expressed simply
as the number of retrieved objects, i.e. |APi (Q)|.
Two kinds of relationships are distinguished. Firstly, the acquaintanceship
denotes that the target of the relationship is the best peer (acquaintance) to
answer the given query. The acquaintance has the highest quality of the answer
to the query Q and is deﬁned as follows:
Acq(Q) = P ⇔ ∀Pi : |AP (Q)| ≥ |APi (Q)|,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} where n denotes the number of peers answering the query Q.
Secondly, the friendship represents the similarity of peers – two peers are friends
when they give a similar (high-quality) answer to the query Q.
F ri(Q) = {Pi : |APi (Q)| ≥ |A(Q)|/n}.
Note that the acquaintance and the best friend are the identical peer.
After processing the query Q, each peer Pi identiﬁed as a friend stores a new
entry E in its query history. This entry E = (Q, Acq(Q), |AAcq(Q) (Q)|, F ri(Q))
is a tuple, where Q = R(q, r, t) denotes the range query with timestamp, Acq(Q)
is the acquaintance, |AAcq(Q) (Q)| is its quality, and F ri(Q) is the set of friends.
The query-issuing peer Pstart and peers contacted as exploration peers store this
entry as well, but the set of friends is empty unless the particular peer has also
been identiﬁed as a friend.
4.2

Adaptive Query Routing

In this part, we describe an adaptive query-routing algorithm proposed in [22]
that enables each peer to control routing according to its current knowledge. In
principle, each peer that is asked to process a query checks its query history for
the most relevant entries. Next, the peer forwards the query to the acquaintances
of these entries or evaluates the query on the local data and contacts friends. If
there are few relevant entries only or there are not any, the routing algorithm
uses exploration peers to locate unvisited peers that may contain the required
data.
Relevancy of Entries. The relevancy of entries is measured by confusability of
two queries – the query being evaluated and a query stored within an entry in the
query history. The confusability function is a continuous function and returns
a real value within [0, 1]. The higher the value is returned, the more confusable
(relevant) the queries are. If it returns 1, the queries are identical. The function
takes into account the distance between query objects of queries, their query
radii and the time when the queries were issued. The time aspect is important
to allow aging information about the peer’s neighborhood. The formal deﬁnition
called adaptive gaussian-like confusability is available in [22].
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Exploration. The design of MSN incorporates factors to improve quality of
query answers and to allow new peers to join the system eﬃciently. Each peer of
MSN maintains its list of exploration peers over time [23]. At the beginning, it
has to know at least one existing peer in order to be able to forward a query to
other peers. The routing algorithm exploits this list in a way that it contacts not
only the most promising peers retrieved from the query history but also some
exploration peers that help ﬁnd new and unvisited parts of the network.
Routing Algorithm. In general, a new query is being forwarded to the peers
that should have better knowledge about the query – knowing more-promising
peers or containing relevant data. The peer’s knowledge is interpreted as conconf
fusability (P conf ) and for query-issuing peer Pstart is set to zero (Pstart
= 0).
Firstly, Pstart goes through its query history, computes the values of confusability between a new query Q = R(q, r, t) and queries of all stored entries, and
returns the entries descendingly ordered by confusability. Secondly, the list of
relevant entries Erel is constructed. All entries having confusability ≥ 0.8 are
added to Erel , because they are highly relevant to Q. If there are fewer entries
in Erel than 5, next entries having confusability ≥ 0.3 are added to ﬁll up Erel
to contain ﬁve entries. Next, each entry in Erel is processed as follows:
– If the entry has confusability C higher than the current peer’s confusability
P conf , the query is forwarded to the acquaintance Pacq picked from this
conf
is set to C.
entry and its confusability Pacq
– Otherwise the query is not forwarded and is processed on local data. In
addition, friends of entries in Erel that have confusability ≥ 0.8, are asked
to evaluate Q on their local data too. It is supposed that these friends hold
substantial parts of the total answer A(Q). The partial answers are ﬁnally
returned to Pstart .
If the list Erel is shorter than ﬁve entries or even does not contain any entry,
Q is forwarded to up to ﬁve exploration peers. To avoid ﬂooding the network,
forwarding to exploration peers is stopped after a predeﬁned number of hops
is reached (in our case, 3 hops). The complete speciﬁcation of adaptive query
routing algorithm is available in [22].
4.3

Adaptability and Robustness Evaluation

In order to study characteristics of the query routing algorithm, we have implemented MSN in MUFIN and executed real-life experiments. We used 100,000
images taken from the CoPhIR dataset [12], described in details in Section 5.1.
Each of image has its owner ID associated, so we distributed images over P2P
network in a way that each peer contains images of one Flickr user. Because
there are high diﬀerences in the number of images taken by individual users, we
have split overﬁlled peers. As a result, we obtained 2,000 peers each organizing
50 images of the same Flickr user.
Figure 8(left) reports on the results obtained by repeating 100 times a batch
of queries and measuring performance indicators. In particular, we measured
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recall, the number of exploration peers used during querying, and costs in terms
of contacted peers (peers participated in query evaluation including exploration
peers). The batch consisted of 50 range queries with randomly picked query
objects and varying radii. From the ﬁgure, we can read that the system starting
from zero knowledge (peers had query histories empty) started to evolve and the
recall has reached 85% while contacting less than 90 peers. Initially, each peer
had just 50 exploration peers, so the peers could use only exploration peers for
query routing.
Performance of MSN can radically change if a peer joining the system proceeds
a bootstrap procedure. Figure 8(right) shows the same experiment but the peers
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performed the following bootstrap procedure during their joining. Firstly, three
objects were picked at random from the peer’s local data. Secondly, range queries
with these objects and radius 0.8 were posed. Finally, the MSN evaluated the
queries. This helps distribute the knowledge about new peer’s local data in the
network. As a result, the ﬁrst batch execution reached 80% recall. After 100th
batch execution, the recall was 97% and the costs decreased to 37 contacted
peers. In this way, the quality of service of MSN is greatly improved.
We have also tested robustness of MSN by gradually disconnecting up to 1,000
peers. Figure 9 shows the same performance indicators when 200 random peers
got disconnected forcibly after each 20th batch execution. The most interesting
fact about the recall curve is that it stays almost constant. This proves adaptability of the query routing algorithm and robustness of the whole system. The
answer was degrading in terms of amount of retrieved data, but only because
some data became unavailable.

5

Prototype Applications

As mentioned in the previous sections, the similarity search approach used in
MUFIN is highly universal and extensible. In this section, we describe several
application domains where MUFIN can be used. However, due to MUFIN’s versatility this list is not complete. Firstly, we present a large-scale image retrieval
demo. Next, we summarize other applications and give ideas how to incorporate
them into MUFIN.
5.1

Large-Scale Image Search

This application [24] represents a possible instance of MUFIN for content-based
similarity search in a large collection of general images available on the internet. In particular, the dataset consists of 100 million images taken from CoPhIR
Database [12]. Each image is represented by ﬁve global MPEG-7 descriptors [25],
namely color structure (CS), color layout (CL), scalable color (SC), edge histogram (EH), and homogeneous texture (HT). Speciﬁcally, CS, CL, and SC express the spatial distribution of colors in an image. The EH captures local density
of edge elements and their directions (sometimes called the structure or layout);
it acts as a simple and robust representation of shapes. Finally, HT is a texture
descriptor. These descriptors are represented as vectors and the MPEG-7 standard deﬁned a speciﬁc distance measure for each of them. These measures satisfy
the metric postulates and they are aggregated into a single distance function.
The whole dataset is organized in M-Chord and peers’ local data are stored in
M-tree. For details, please refer to Section 3.2. An example of retrieving k images which are the most similar to a given query image is given in Figure 10.
For further details, please refer to [2,7].
5.2

Biometric Applications

In general, biometrics are automated methods of recognizing a person based on
the person’s physiological and behavioral characteristics. Biometrics include a
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Fig. 10. Image Retrieval: the result of a query

Fig. 11. Example of minutiae extracted from a ﬁngerprint image [26]

wide variety of technologies ranging from traditional ﬁngerprints over facial or
iris recognition and retinal scanning to DNA testing, speech veriﬁcation and gait
recognition. MUFIN can be applied to the problem of identification, the aim of
which is to tell who the person that exposes its biometric characteristic is.
A famous application of biometrics is in criminalistics and in border and
immigration control where ﬁngerprints are compared. Minutiae is one of the
successfully applied methods of comparing ridges in ﬁngerprints [26]. It identiﬁes
places where ridges start, stop or bifurcate (branch), refer to Figure 11. These
places are then observed as points with a direction and are converted to polar
coordinates. As a result, a ﬁngerprint is described as a sequence of points. Two
sequences are then matched using a weighted edit distance function. The used
weights do not break metric postulates, so this distance function is directly
applicable to MUFIN.
Gait, or the way a person walks, is a unique and idiosyncratic characteristic
of the person. Its advantage for biometrics is that it is diﬃcult to conceal and
it can be easily captured even at long distances. In [27], the gait information is
extracted from a video sequence. In particular, a silhouette of the walking person
is determined for each video frame by subtracting the background of the image.
The sequence of silhouettes is divided in subsequences each of them representing
one gait cycle (two steps). Then, an average silhouette is computed for each
subsequence, see Figure 12. The binary silhouettes are then compared using the
Euclidean distance, which is metric.
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Fig. 12. Example of average silhouette extraction [27]

6

Conclusions

There are no doubts that modern similarity search in computer networks needs
new technology to apply. In this paper, we have shortly introduced MUFIN, an
approach to similarity searching, which is designed on concepts of: (i) extensibility - to achieve applicability to diﬀerent collections comparing data by various
measures of similarity; (ii) scalability - to process extremely large collections of
data queried by many concurrent requests; (iii) infrastructure independence to tune performance according to needs of speciﬁc applications. The implementation on structured P2P networks is able to achieve quality of service by
tuning the performance according to speciﬁc application needs. We discuss several structured P2P protocols, all of them running with logarithmically bound
number of hops. Local data on peers is organized in centralized metric similarity
search structures. Unstructured P2P networks with high degree of peer churning
are considered as systems of self-organizing peers for which a social network of
search requests and answers is built. Such architecture can learn and improve
its eﬀectiveness in time; it is also able to react to the changing number of peers
properly. Important features are demonstrated by an on-line demo available from
http://mufin.fi.muni.cz/imgsearch/.
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